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PREFACE

c\ FEW interesting facts are here given

Ji\ concerning the Planets' influence

upon human beings and children at

the hour of their birth.

To explain this fully the Planets' dig-

nities and qualities must be divided into

four classes which up to the present time

have only been explained in two classes or

two dignities. To my mind it is rather a

narrow margin because this would give

only two classes, one well dignified which

would produce the persons of the very

greatest success in the world and the very

ill dignified which would produce the per-

sons of the very poor and unfortunate.

This would leave the second and third class

persons out, which to my judgment is en-

tirely a wrong method. By giving the

characteristics and qualities in four differ-

ent classifications would without a doubt be

proper and better for every one to under-

stand the influences of the Planets upon

human beings and could also be given a



sound judgment of a child's disposition and

characteristics, tendencies and their success

in life at the hour of their birth. This state-

ment stands good for all the seven Daily

Planets, namely Sun, Venus, Mercury,

Moon, Saturn, Jupiter and Mars for either

good or evil.

The class dignifications vary according

to the relation of the planets to the ruling

Planet at the hour of birth.



CHAPTER I.

THE SUN HOUR
NATURE AND QUALITIES

THE SUN is masculine positive and is

considered as temperately hot and dry
of his own Nature. It is scarcely good
or evil but a powerful source of ill fortune

when afflicted by other Planets and placed
in his debilities or signs contrary to his

nature. When placed in signs of a first

class dignification which are those of his

own nature he is then the natural signifi-

cator of credit, honor, dignity and respecta-

bility.

THE SUN is by sympathy friendly to

all the Planets except Saturn.
THE SUN causes eastern winds and

delights in the eastern part of Heaven.
THE SUN governs gold, brass, yellow

apparel, diamonds and valuable things.

THE SUN'S colors are yellow inclined

to purple.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

A PERSON born when the Sun is prin-

cipal significator is usually a large, bony,
athletic, strong person, broad high forehead,
light, sandy, curling hair, quick piercing eye
and well built person, but one who would
soon become bold.

They are noble, proud, lofty but humane
and always a faithful friend and a generous
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enemy scorning the use of advantages over
their opponents. They are fond of dress

ornaments, decorations, costly jewels and
splendid attire.

VOCATIONS
PERSONS of the first class dignification

of a Sun hour are naturally qualified for

positions of trust being honest and respect-

able.

They are well qualified for Presidents,

rulers, high federal officers, Governors,
Mayors coiners, goldsmiths, etc.

I might state that although many rulers

of countries, town and cities are not men of

first class dignities of a Sun hour but were
they such, the place they are ruling would
be greatly improved making everything
better for the welfare of the people under
whose rule they are.

DISEASES
PERSONS born in a Sun hour are either

subject to, or have tendencies to fainting,

palpitation of the heart, weak sight, fever,

disordered brain, cramps, foul breath, cat-

arrahs, defluxious disorders of the mouth
and throat.

THE SUN governs the heart, back, ar-

teries, right eye of man and left eye of

woman.
PLACES

Palaces, magnificent building dining
rooms, towers, splendid apartments and
costly houses and places attractive to Sun
hour people.
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THE FIRST CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF THE SUN
A child born in a Sun hour and the Sun

being of first class dignities he or she would
rise to great success and honor. They
would be well qualified to hold position in

public life, they would be courteous, digni-

fied, fond of refined society, sports and out-

door life. They would also have the

characteristics given on the preceding page
in the Chapter on that subject.

THE SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF THE SUN
A child born in the Sun hour of second

class dignities he or she would have the

same disposition, characteristics, tendencies
as those of the first class, but with less suc-

cess and honor. Persons of the second class

would have to act more cautiously and
exercise a greater degree of prudence and
put forth more effort to attain success than
would persons of the first class who attain

things with ease.

THE THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF THE SUN
A child born in a Sun hour of the third

class dignities he or she would have the
same disposition, characteristics and ten-

dencies similar to those of the other class of

the Sun hour but with a very little chance
for success and honor, they would have to

guard against illness, be very attentive and
9



on the alert. They would have to strive

hard in order to attain any degree of success

but would have a far better chance than
would persons of the fourth class.

THE FOURTH GLASS
DIGNIFIGATIONS OF THE SUN
A child born in a Sun hour of the fourth

class dignities is under the full influence of

the ill dignified, their disposition, character-
istics and tendencies would be similar but
of a lower order, he or she would be proud,
mean, great talker, boasting, uncharitable
and always on the lookout for themselves
first. Those persons would have a very
poor chance for success and honor. In
order to attain to any amount of success

they would have to strive very hard and ex-

ert the greatest effort possible, be very
steady in their work and act with the great-

est possible care. If they overcome some
of their faults there is hope for persons of

this class.
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CHAPTER II

THE VENUS HOUR
NATURE AND QUALITIES

VENUS is a feminine, cold, moist, noc-

turnal, temperate and positive Planet,
and considered as next to Jupiter in benev-
olent influence. Her beautiful brightness
may well denote an auspicious planet.

VENUS is by sympathy found to be
friendly to every planet except the leaden
planet Saturn.
VENUS is delighted in the South and

governs the South wind and this denoting
gentle showers in winter and temperate
heat in summer.
VENUS rules beryl, chrysolite, emer-

ald, sapphire, green jasper, coral, alabaster,

marble, copper, brass and various ores.

VENUS governs women's apparel,
rings, ornaments, brooches, ear-rings, white
clothes, bedding and white wines.

VENUS' colors are white and bluish

purple.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

PERSONS born when Venus was prin-

cipal significator are generally beautiful,

having a graceful form of body, sparkling
hazel or black eyes, round smooth face,

light or chestnut hair, dimples in the cheek
or chin, an amorous look but sweet voice.

They are unusually graceful, sweet, merry
11



and cheerful. Venus is addicted to song,

music and dancing— enchanting fascina-

tions—fair Venus is the queen of love.

VOCATIONS
WHEN VENUS is well placed and of

the first class dignification at the hour of

birth the persons would be well qualified

and have a natural instinct for music, em-
broidery, perfumes, art painting, classic

modeler or sculptors. They would be very
prosperous dealers in dresses, ornaments of

great value. They would be very good
sales persons in large stores selling things

of great expense.

DISEASES
VENUS persons are generally troubled

with diseases of the back, syphillis, heart-

burns, diseases due to luxurious living such
a dyspetia and indigestion.

VENUS governs the reins, spine, gener-
ative organs, the neck, throat and breast.

PLACES
VENUS denotes beds and bed cham-

bers, dining rooms, fountains, gardens,
wardrobes, banquetting halls and theatres.

THE FIRST CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF VENUS
A child born in a Venus hour and of

first class dignities, that child would rise

to great success and honor. These persons
would develop to be great musicians if

study was made in this line. ^They would
be well qualified for art, having a natural
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instinct in this line of working. They are
cheerful, congenial, poetic, pleasant persons

to have in company. They could gain suc-

cess with ease in the vocations specified for

persons born in the Venus hour.

THE SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF VENUS
A child born in a Venus hour and of

second class dignities are of the same char-

acteristics and description as persons of the

first class but that success and honor is not
as easily attained as that of the first class.

THE THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF VENUS
A child born in a Venus hour and of

third class dignification—they would have
to watch for opportunities to better them-
selves and when the opportunity comes they
would have to strive very hard to attain to

success which would be easily gotten by
persons of the first class. If, however, per-

sons of this class took up one of the voca-
tions of a Venus hour which they are
naturally adapted to they would attain

better success than a vocation not of a
Venus hour.

FOURTH CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF VENUS
A child born in a Venus hour of fourth

class dignity would have a poor chance for

success and honor being very ill dignified
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at the hour of birth. In this class Venus
persons represent gamesters and those
pleasure seekers of the lower class and
voluptuousness. In rare cases the persons
of this class can attain to a moderate suc-

cess by great struggle on their part to over-

come obstacles which present themselves.
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CHAPTER III

THE MERCURY HOUR
NATURE AND QUALITIES

MERCURY is a cold, dry, earthy, mel-
ancholy and negative planet.

Colors—light blue, azure or dove color.

MERCURY friends are Jupiter, Venus
and Saturn. His enemies are Mars, Sun
and Moon.
MERCURY delights in the northern

quarter of the Heavdns and his influence

over the applying planets to whose aspect
he is hastening.

MERCURY rules quicksilver, mar-
chasite, atates, red marble, topaz, millstone,

granite and stones of spotted colors.

MERCURY governs money, bills,

paper, books and all things useful for writ-

ing table and for schools and libraries.

MERCURY is the smallest of all the
primary planets and moves the quickest in

his orbit. He is so near the central sun as

rarely to be seen except a little before sun-

rise and a little after sunset.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

MERCURY when well placed or free

from hostile aspects of afflicting planets the
mind is strong, vigorous and active, the
memory is tenacious, retentive, inheriting

a natural thirst for knowledge. Generally
the most eloquent orators, the mosHearned
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philosophers, the most eminent mathemati-
cians and the most rare and curious of man-
kind are under Mercurian influence. Per-
sons born under Mercury are of a tall, up-

right, spare body, long nose, dark eyes, long

visage, dark hair, long slender hands and
fingers which is a peculiar mark of Mer-
cury. Color varies as he is aspected by
other planets.

VOCATIONS
PERSONS of first class dignification,

when Mercury is the ruling planet of the
hour of birth are naturally qualified for

positions such as ambassadors, commis-
sioners, astrologers, philosophers, mathe-
maticians, secretaries, officers of state, mer-
chants, layers, sculptors, teachers and all

positions which require ingenious, clever

persons.

DISEASES

DISEASES to which persons born in a
Mercury hour are subject to are madness,
apoplexy, vertigo, headaches, stammering,
dumbness, stoppage or tumor in the head,
coughs, rheumatic disorders.

MERCURY governs the brain, tongue,

hands and feet.

PLACES
MERCURY governs common halls,

public convened assemblies, places where
lively games are held, as tennis. Mercury
also governs pulpits, clerks and attorneys'

offices.
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FIRST GLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF MERCURY
A child born in a Mercury hour of the

first class dignities he or she would rise to

great success and honor with ease, especi-

ally if they follow a Mercury vocation.

They represent people of learning having
very good interlect and very logical reason-

ing power, using sound judgment in all

arguments. They are fond of solving mys-
teries and searching in the depths of

sciences. These persons are attaining great

success without the slightest strain or
struggle, being of the first dignification.

SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFICATIONS OF MERCURY
A child born in a Mercury hour of the

second class dignities he or she would natur-
ally be of a cunning and mischievous nature.
They are not so apt to attain to success and
honor owing to this nature which causes
them to be foolish in business instead of

being reserved and dignified. There is,

however, a good chance for them to attain

to success by overcoming this obstacle and
being on the alert.

THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF MERCURY
A child born in a Mercury hour of third

class dignities he or she are of the same
characteristics and description as those of

the second class being a cunning and mis-
17



chievious nature but having a poor chance
for even moderate success owing to the evil

affliction of the planet at the hour of birth.

FOURTH CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF MERCURY
A child born in a Mercury hour of the

fourth class dignities he or she are under the
full power of the ill dignified and afflicted

by aspect, configuration or disordancy of

sign, they will be mean, unprincipled, char-

acter shuffling, voucher of falsehood using
their tongue and pen against people, they
waste time and are bent on forming con-

clusions which are of no account, they are
gamblers, boasters, cheats, busy-body, easy
of belief, unresponsible, pretending all kinds
of knowledge, but void of real understand-
ing.

These persons would have a very poor
chance even of a degree for moderate suc-

cess except they overcome some of their

faults of the mercurnal nature, then there
would possibly be hope for persons of this

class.
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CHAPTER IV
THE MOON HOUR

NATURE AND QUALITIES

THE MOON is a cold, moist, watery,
phlegmatic and negative planet.

THE MOON is a comparison of the

earth and called the Queen Cynthia of

Heaven and is the chief source of our even-
ing light.

THE MOON produces such weather as

her various aspects with the other planets

would naturally show, having of her own
simple nature, but small influence either

way over the electric currents of the at-

mosphere.
THE MOON signifies all common

commodities and silver plated articles and
in minerals silver and silver ore.

THE MOON'S colors are all stones that

are white and green as the crystal selenite

pearl, etc.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

THE MOON produces people of full

stature, fair, pale complexion, round face,

grey eyes, short arms, thick hands and feet,

smooth corpulent and phlegmatic body,
blemishes in the eyes or a peculiar weak-
ness in the sight which is the result of the
Moon being afflicted by the Sun.

IF THE MOON being in good aspect
to Jupiter at the hour of birth will then be
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exceedingly fortunate. Persons of the first

class dignification of the Moon at the hour
of their birth, has manners, are lovers of

science and delighter in novelties and natur-

ally inclined to remove their habitation,

unsteadfast caring for the present time ti-

morous and easily brightened loving peace
and to live free from care of life,

VOCATIONS
THE vocation of a Moon hour are navi-

gators, sailors, persons employed in the

common or ordinary occupations as inferior

servants, travelers, fishermen, publican let-

ter carriers, huntsmen, mariners, midwives,
nurses and all persons connected with the

aquatic element and any kind of fluids, res-

taurants and hotel-keepers, etc.

DISEASES
DISEASES THE MOON people would

be subject to is rheumatism, consumption,
palsy, choiic, apoplexy, vertigo, lunacy,
serophula, small bot dropsy, etc-.

THE MOON governs the brain, stom-
ach, bowels, left eye of the male and right

eye of the female.

PLAGES

THE MOON represents the sea, ocean,
lakes, large bodies of water, fountains, fields

near the sea, sea-ports, rivers, pools, fish

ponds brooks, docks, wharfs, springs, sew-
ers, etc.
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FIRST CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF THE MOON
A child born in a Moon hour of first

class dignities she or he would rise to great
success and honor, the moon is an indication

of popularity to attain advancement by the

common people and by women of position

and influence in the world.
PERSONS born under the Moon's in-

fluence is variable to an extreme, partakes
of good or evil as she is aspected by good or
evil planets. When angular and unafflicted

in a nativety she is a promising pledge of

great success in life and continued good
fortune, they are lovers of sciences, novel-

ties and of all new and moveable things and
could gain great success with ease in the

vocations specified for persons born in the

Moon hour of first class.

SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF THE MOON
A child born in a Moon hour of second

class dignification she or he could rise to

great success and honor but not quite as

easily and speedily as the first class. They
are greatly helped by the very good qualities

of the Moon when in good aspect with the

other planets.

THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF THE MOON
A child born in a Moon hour of the third

class dignities she or he are not very likely
21



to attain to success and honor of any marked
degree although very good natured and
possessing the other good qualities of the

Moon they would attain a moderate success

in this class if they took up one of the voca-

tions of a Moon hour.

FOURTH GLASS
DIGNIFIGATION OF THE MOON
A child born in a Moon hour of fourth

class dignities she or he is under the full

power of the ill dignified and afflicted

planets at the hour of their birth, those per-

sons would be of an idle nature, careless,

hating labor, delighting in careless beggarly
living and very seldom attain success, how-
ever, if they strive hard they may by a
possible chance attain moderate success if

they keep away from drink and are very
prudent.
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CHAPTER V
THE SATURN HOUR

NATURE AND QUALITIES

SATURN is of a dull, whitish, leaden
color; he is considered a cold, dry,

earthly, melanchody, masculine, malignant
and solitary planet.

SATURN is said to be friendly accord-
ing to natural sympathy and antipathy with
the Sun, Jupiter and Mercury and at en-

emity or disagreeing with Mars, Venus and
the Moon.
SATURN delighteth in the eastern

quarter of the heavens and rules the east

wind and cold weather with snow and frost.

SATURN'S colors are black and green.

SATURN governs lead, iron, things of

dark colors, black garments, wheelbarrows,
spades, shovels, farm-houses and their out-

houses, etc.

THE minerals ruled by Saturn are
sapphires, lapis, lazuli, all unpolished black
or bluish stones lead the magnet and the

dross of all metals.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

Persons born in a Saturn hour are of

middle stature, dark or pale complexion,
small black leering eyes, thick lips and nos-
trils, large ears, thin face, lowering looks,

cloudy aspect, broad shoulders, small legs,

they are melancholy and seemingly un-
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happy. These persons are generally quiet,

reserved, steady, mindful, industrious,

patient and fond of retirement from the
busy ways of men, delighting in solemn
ceremonies and music These persons if of

first class dignification at the hour of their

birth generally have a strong faith especi-

ally if when friendly aspected in his nativety
to the planet Jupiter.

VOCATIONS
PERSONS of first class dignification

when Saturn is the ruling planet at the hour
of birth are qualified for positions such as

musician's of a solemn nature, doctor's of

faith, student's of homepathy medicine.
Saturn persons are deep thinkers and lovers

of antiques and lacroy, mystic and fortu-

nate in real estate and in all things pertain-

ing to the earth.

SATURN signifies husband men,
clowns, sires, plumbers, makers, miners,
potters, laborers, paupers, beggars monks
and the meaner class of agriculturists, grave
diggers and sextons.

DISEASES
Persons born in a Saturn hour are as

a rule disposed to illness which follow colds

and obstructions, ague, melancholy, all ner-

vous diseases, fits, spilepsy, black jaundice,

catarrahs, pthisis, atrjohy, fistula, leprosy,

apoplexy, palsy and dropsy.
SATURN governs the bones, spleen,

teeth, joints, right ear, it is also presumed
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to govern the reteutive faculties of the mind
as the memory.

PLAGES
SATURN delights in deserts, woods,

obscure wallies, dens, caves, holes, sep-

ulchres, church yards, cemetaries, ruins,

coal pits, sinks, wells and muddy places.

FIRST CLASS
DIGNIFIGATION OF SATURN
A child born under Saturn of the first

class dignities and in good aspects to Jupiter
and Venus he or she would rise to success

and honor. Saturn is the most powerful
planet for evil especially if placed in the
mid-heaven at the hour of your birth, the
house of trade and honor which would cause
trouble in your principal undertakeing, this

misfortune cannot be counteracted except
as given above the great help Saturn per-

sons have to attain to success is the faith

they have which is one of this planet's good
qualities.

SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFIGATION OF SATURN
A child born under Saturn and of a

second class dignification would have the

qualities and characteristics of the first class

but the success and honor would vary ac-

cording to the aspect of Saturn to the other
planets whether for good or evil. If in

favorable aspect they would attain to mod-
erate success, if unfavorable they would
have trouble in business and gradually fail

according to the aspects of Saturn.
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THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF SATURN
THIS PLANET being the most evil of

all, there is little hope for success of persons
of a third class dignity of Saturn, How-
ever, a child born of the third class and
Saturn friendly aspected to the good and
beneficial planets, faith is a strong point for

the good in Saturn persons which is im-
portant to attain a very moderate success
in this class.

FOURTH CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF SATURN
A child born under this class of a Saturn

hour need expect poor success owing to the

tremendous power of evil which makes
them suspicious, envious, treacherous, mal-
icious and stubborn all of which tend to re-

duce success in any business to the lowest
degree—the real nature of Saturn especially

in this class is repining and gloominess
persons under his immediate influence gen-

erally see everything through the worst
possible medium and this generally breeds
fear and mistrust. If Saturn be of the

fourth class and very much afflicted to the

evil planets at the hour of birth they become
prey to the most gloomy misanthropy and
frequently commit suicide especially if

Venus join in the malignancy of the opera-
ting directions.
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CHAPTER VI
NATURE AND QUALITIES
THE JUPITER HOUR

JUPITER the most fortunate planet is

hot, moist, temperate, modest, wise,

liberal, merciful and the brightest of all

planets except Venus, which on some oc-

casions exceeds him in splendor.

JUPITER is in friendly sympathy with
Saturn, Sun, Venus, Moon, having one
enemy which is Mars.

JUPITER delighteth in the northern
quarter of the heavens and causes north and
northeast winds with pleasant, healthy,

serene and temperate weather.

JUPITER rules over honey, oil, fruit,

silk, mens clothing, merchandise, horses and
domestic fowl.

JUPITER also rules over topaz, ame-
thyst, marble, emeralds, chrystal, saphire,

bezoar, freestone, pewter and tin.

ITS COLORS are red mixed with green
or ash color.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

PERSONS born under Jupiter are fair,

tall, handsome, erect, robust, ruddy com-
plexion, oval face, high forehead, large grey
or light colored eyes, soft thick brown hair,

wide chest, long feet and a person that is

generally termed a good looking person,
27



noble appearance, gracious, aspect, digni-

fied, frank and generous.
JUPITER is considered largest and

next to Saturn the most powerful planet in

the system.
JUPITER is equally as powerful in

good as Saturn was before described to be
in evil, a person born in a Jupiter hour and
being of first class dignification causes

riches, honor and the greatest success in

life.

VOCATIONS
JUPITER when well dignified repre-

sents judges, councellors, ecclesiastical per-

sons from archibishop to curate scholars,

students, clothiers, woolen drapers, etc.

DISEASES
JUPITER diseases are those which are

either seated in the part of the body he
governs or arising from plethoric habits or
bad blood

—

AND JUPITER also rules the lungs,

blood and internal viscera.

PLAGES
JUPITER denotes churches, oratories,

palaces, gardens, alters, courts of justice,

magnificent abodes or neat and curious
places, woods, orchards and bushes.

FIRST CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF JUPITER
A child born under Jupiter of first class

dignification he or she would rise to great
success, honor and happiness. They would
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have riches, honor, being of Jupiter qualities

they would be very generous, free of care,

benevolent, all of which would cause the
happiness spoken of in the beginning of this

class. Religious persons born under Jupi-

ter are useful and happy members of society

and the most universal beloved people.

SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF JUPITER
A child born under this planet and of

second class dignification he or she would
also rise to success and honor, being of the

same characteristics and qualities as those

of the first cla96. They would be happy
and attain wealth but not as easily as and
possibly not as great as would persons of the

first class.

THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF JUPITER
A child of the third class dignification of

Jupiter while they were born under a very
good planet are not very apt to hold to the
success and happiness of the two classes

preceding, they may reach success and
honor but greater spenders than those of the
first class and in some cases too good na-

tured, they lose their money through some-
times squandering themselves.

FOURTH CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF JUPITER
A child born of this class are generally

squanderers of money, reckless of mild
29



abilities, easily led astray by fools, unrelig-

ious, given to intoxication, luxury, lustful,

never quarreling, a spendthrift and a gen-

eral but not a firm friend, honest only in

appearance. Yet even then they will be
esteemed as a good companion given up to

every one's humor.
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CHAPTER VII
NATURE AND QUALITIES

THE MARS HOUR

MARS is a hot, dry, fiery, chloric, noc-
turnal and positive planet.

COLORS fiery red or scarlet. m

MARS is in friendly sympathy with
Saturn, Jupiter, Sun, Venus and Mercury
having no enemy but the Moon.
MARS delights in the western quarter

of the heavens and causes western winds
with thunder, lightning, fiery meteors and
a dry pestilential air.

MARS is of a peculiar color appearing
like a bright flame or spark in the heavens
especially when in perigee and thus readily
distinguished from the other planets.

MARS in the mineral world governs
blood-stones, load-stones, touch-stone jasper

asbertos and the adamant also iron, steel,

arsenic, antimony, brim-stone and pugent
minerals of a fiery or inflammable nature.

MARS governs pepper, brass, silver, red
clothes, red wines, sharp instruments, cut-

lery, cutting instruments, horses for use in

war and all implements of war.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTER-
ISTICS

MARS denotes symbolically generals

and commanders of armies, soldiers, and
men connected with military affairs, chem-
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ists, apothecaries, druggists, surgeons, phys-
icians, watch-maker, barbers, black smiths,
cooks, bakers, firemen and all who use sharp
implements or vocations in which fire is

used.

DISEASES
PERSONS born under Mars are gener-

ally subject to the following: small pox,
jaundice, fevers, measles, hot eruptions,

carbuncles, diabetes, strangury, burns,
scalds, wounds and bruises in which in-

flammation arises.

MARS governs the gall, left ear, head,
face, smell, imagination, veins, genitals.

PLACES
MARS denotes all places that pertain to

fire or bloodshed as battlefield, laboratories,

furnaces, bake houses, cutlery stores, ovens,

butcher shops and the like.

FIRST CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF MARS

A child born in a Mars hour of first class

dignification he or she will rise to great

success and honor especially if they are for-

tunate by aspect with the leading significa-

tors. They are very fearless people wish-
ing every one to submit to their way of

thinking otherways. They are prudent,
rational, generous, magnanimous and con-

scientious. Yet these people are very fond
of quarrels and warfare and if entering
military service or other occupations of a
Mars hour particularly surgeons, they
would have great success in their profession.
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SECOND CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF MARS

A child born in a Mars hour and of

second class dignification he or she would
also rise to success and possibly honor, al-

though the chance of the second class of

Mars is not apt to have the honor that would
be had by persons of the first class, they are
not as conscientious or generous as persons
of the first class although retaining their

other characteristics.

THIRD CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF MARS

A child born of the third class dignities

of Mars are not apt to attain to success or
honor being of unsubmitting nature and
always in quarrels and trouble on their own
accord, they are not half as prudent as the

first class which causes them to fall short
of the success and honor attained by the

first and second class.

FOURTH CLASS
DIGNIFICATION OF MARS

A child born of the fourth class dignifica-

tions of a Mars hour he or she would have
a poor chance for success especially if they
take a vocation not of a Mars hour they
have the same characteristics and qualities

as persons of the third class, but of a much
lower order. Mars is the cause of anger,

quarrels, contention, violence, war, laughter

and bloodshed. In other respects far from
fortunate in himself, but not so evil as

Saturn as his influence is by no means so
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lasting; in which respect the influence of

Saturn may be compared to a lingering but
fatal consumption; and that of Mars to a
burning fever slakeing its thirst in the life

blood of the patient.

IF very unfortunate in configurations
and evil dignified the native is wholly des-

titute of any virtue prone to violence,

quarrels, treachery, robbery, murder, treas-

on and every species of cruelty and wicked-
ness.

EXAMPLE
TO find the ruling planet at 9:30 A. M.,

Tuesday on June 16, 1914.

The ruling planet at sun rise on Tuesday
would be Mars as can be seen in table on
opposite page, the Sun rising at 4:24 A. M.,
on Tuesday would make the hour

From 4:24 to 5:23 (inclusive)

would be a Mars hour

From 5:24 to 6:23 (inclusive)

would be a Sun hour

From 6:24 to 7:23 (inclusive)

would be a Venus hour

From 7:24 to 8:23 (inclusive)

would be a Mercury hour

From 8:24 to 9:23 (inclusive)

would be a Moon hour.

Table of the Planetary hours and ex-

ample showing how to find the ruling planet

at any given time.
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CHAPTER VIII
TABLE

FOR THE WEEK

EACH of the seven planets rules the
first hour of one of the days of the week as

follows:

Sunday the ruling Planet of the first hour is the Sun
Monday the ruling Planet of the first hour is the Moon
Tuesday the ruling Planet of the first hour is Mars
Wednesday the ruling Planet of the first hour is Mercury
Thursday the ruling Planet of the first hour is Jupiter
Friday the ruling Planet of the first hour is Venus
Saturday the ruling Planet of the first hour is Saturn

In order to find the ruling planet of a
given hour we refer to the ruling planet at

Sun rise of a given day and follow in rota-

tion the seven daily planets as are here
given: Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Sat-

urn, Jupiter and Mars.
A child born in the first hour of Sunday,

September 6, 1914, between 5:30 and 6:30,

the Sun rising at 5:30 on that day and the

first hour of Sunday being a Sun hour that

child would have the characteristics and
qualities of a Sun hour. If, however, the

child was born in the eighth hour that child

would bear the same quality, description

and characteristics as that of the first child,

the eighth hour being as second Sun hour
and for an accurate and exact calculation

is to the classification and dignities of the

child at the hour of their birth would refer

you to a horoscope of the native born in that

given hour.
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Following is given tables of the hours
the ruling planets and their time through
which they rule for each day of the week:

TABLE
FOR SUNDAY

If the Sun rises at 5:30 A. M.
The first hour would be the Sun

which rules between 5:30 and 6:30 A. M.
The second hour would be Venus

which rules between 6:30 and 7:30 A. M.
The third hour would be Mercury

which rules between 7:30 and 8:30 A. M.

'

The fourth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 8:30 and 9:30 A. M.

The fifth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 9:30 and 10:30 A. M.

The sixth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 10:30 and 11:30 A. M.

The seventh hour would be Mars
which rules between 11:30 and 12:30 Midday

The eighth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 12:30 and 1:30 P. M.

The ninth hour would be Venus
which rules between 1:30 and 2:30 P. M.

The tenth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 2:30 and 3:30 P, M.

The eleventh hour would be the Moon
which rules between 3:30 and 4:30 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 4:30 and 5:30 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 5:30 and 6:30 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be Mars

which rules between 6:30 and 7:30 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be the Sun

which rules between 7:30 and 8:30 P. M.
The sixteenth hour would be Venus

which rules between 8:30 and 9:30 P. M.
The seventeenth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 9:30 and 10:30 P. M.
The eighteenth hour would be the Moon

which rules between 10:30 and 11:30 P. M.
The nineteenth hour would be Saturn

which rules between 11:30 and 12:30 Midnight
The twentieth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 12:30 and 1:30 A. M.
The twenty-first hour would be Mars

which rules between 1:30 and 2:30 A. M.
The twenty-second hour would be tme Sun

which rules between 2:30 and 3:30 A. M.
The twenty-third hour would be Venus

which rules between 3:30 and 4:30 A. M.
The twenty-fourth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 4:30 and 5:30 A. M.
Morning
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TABLE
FORMONDAY

If the Sun rises at 5:45 A. M.
The first hour would be the Moon

which rules between 5:45 and 6:45 A. M.

The second hour would be Saturn
which rules between 6:45 and 7:45 A. M.

The third hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 7:45 and 8:45 A. M.

The fourth hour would be Mars
which rules between 8:45 and 9:45 A. M.

The fifth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 9:45 and 10:45 A. M.

The sixth hour would be Venus
which rules between 10:45 and 11:45 A. M.

The seventh hour would be Mercury
which rules between 11:45 and 12:45 Midday

The eighth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 12:45 and 1:45 P. M.

The ninth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 1:45 and 2:45 P. M.

The tenth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 2:45 and 3:45 P. M.

The eleventh hour would be Mars
which rules between 3:45 and 4:45 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 4:45 and 5:45 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour would be Venus

which rules between 5:45 and 6:45 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 6:45 and 7:45 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be the Moon

which rules between 7:45 and 8:45 P. M.
The sixteenth hour would be Saturn

which rules between 8:45 and 9:45 P. M.
The seventeenth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 9:45 and 10:45 P. M.
The eighteenth hour would be Mars

which rules between 10:45 and 11:45 P. M.
The nineteenth hour would be the Sun

which rules between 11:45 and 12:45 Midnight

The twentieth hour would be Venus
which rules between 12:45 and 1:45 A. M.

The twenty-first hour would be Mercury
which rules between 1:45 and 2:45 A. M.

The twenty-second hour would be the Moon
which rules between 2:45 and 3:45 A. M.

The twenty-third hour would be Saturn
which rules between 3:45 and 4:45 A. M.

The twenty-fourth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 4:45 and 5:45 A. M.
Morning
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TABLE
FOR TUESDAY

If the Sun rises at 6.00 A. M.
The first hour would be Mars

which rules between 6:00 and 7:00 A. M.

The second hour would be the Sun
which rules between 7:00 and 8:00 A. M.

The third hour would be Venus
which rules between 8:00 and 9:00 A. M.

The fourth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 9:00 and 10:00 A. M.

The fifth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 10:00 and 11:00 A. M.

The sixth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 11:00 and 12:00 Midday

The seventh hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 12:00 and 1:00 P. M.

The eighth hour would be Mars
which rules between 1:00 and 2:00 P. M.

The ninth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 2:00 and 3:00 P. M.

The tenth hour would be Venus
which rules between 3:00 and 4:00 P. M.

The eleventh hour would be Mercury
which rules between 4:00 and 5:00 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 5:00 and 6:00 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour would be Saturn

which rules between 6:00 and 7:00 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 7:00 and 8:00 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be Mars

which rules between 8:00 and 9:00 P. M.
The sixteenth hour would be the Sun

which rules between 9:00 and 10:00 P. M.
The seventeenth hour would be Venus

which rules between 10:00 and 11:00 P. M.
The eighteenth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 11:00 and 12:00 Midnight

The nineteenth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 12:00 and 1:00 A. M.

The twentieth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 1:00 and 2:00 A. M.

The twenty-first hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 2:00 and 3:00 A. M.

The twenty-second hour would be Mars
which rules between 3:00 and 4:00 A. M.

The twenty-third hour would be the Sun
which rules between 4:00 and 5:00 A. M.

The twenty-fourth hour would be Venus
which rules between 5:00 and 6:00 A. M.

Morning
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TABLE
FOR WEDNESDAY

If the Sun rises at 6:15 A. M.
The first hour would be Mercury

which rules between 6:15 and 7:15 A. M.

The second hour would be the Moon
which rules between 7:15 and 8:15 A. M.

The third hour would be Saturn
which rules between 8:15 and 9:15 A. M.

The fourth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 9:15 and 10:15 A. M.

The fifth hour would be Mars
which rules between 10:15 and 11:15 A. M.

The sixth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 11:15 and 12:15 Midday

The seventh hour would be Venus
which rules between 12:15 and 1:15 P. M.

The eighth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 1:15 and 2:15 P. M.

Then ninth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 2:15 and 3:15 P. M.

The tenth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 3:15 and 4:15 P. M.

The eleventh hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 4:15 and 5:15 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be Mars
which rules between 5:15 and 6:15 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour woud be the Sun

which rules between 6:15 and 7:15 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be Venus

which rules between 7:15 and 8:15 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 8:15 and 9:15 P. M.
The sixteenth hour would be the Moon

which rules between 9:15 and 10:15 P. M.
The seventeenth hour would be Saturn

which rules between 10:15 and 11:15 P. M.
The eighteenth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 11:15 and 12:15 Midnight

The nineteenth hour would be Mars
which rules between 12:15 and 1:15 A. M.

The twentieth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 1:15 and 2:15 A. M.

The twenty-first hour would be Venus
which rules between 2:15 and 3:15 A. M.

The twenty-second hour would be Mercury
which rules between 3:15 and 4:15 A. M.

The twenty-third hour would be the Moon
which rules between 4:15 and 5:15 A. M.

The twenty-fourth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 5:15 and 6:15 A. M.

Morning
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TABLE
FOR THURSDAY

If the Sun rises at 6:20 A. M.
The first hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 6:20 and 7:20 A. M.

The second hour would be Mars
which rules between 7:20 and 8:20 A. M.

The third hour would be the Sun
which rules between 8:20 and 9:20 A. M.

The fourth hour would be Venus
which rules between 9:20 and 10:20 A. M.

The fifth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 10:20 and 11:20 A. M.

The sixth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 11:20 and 12.20 Midday

The seventh hour would be Saturn
which rules between 12:20 and 1:20 P. M.

The eighth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 1:20 and 2:20 P. M.

The ninth hour would be Mars
which rules between 2:20 and 3:20 P. M.

The tenth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 3:20 and 4:20 P. M.

The eleventh hour would be Venus
which rules between 4:20 and 5:20 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 5:20 and 6:20 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour would be the Moon

which rules between 6:20 and 7:20 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be Saturn

which rules between 7:20 and 8:20 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be Jupiter

which rules between 8:20 and 9:20 P. M.
The sixteenth hour would be Mars

which rules between 9:20 and 10:20 P. M.
The seventeenth hour would be the Sun

which rules between 10:20 and 11:20 P. M.
The eighteenth hour would be Venus

which rules between 11:20 and 12:20 Midnight

The nineteenth hour would be Mercury
which rules between .12:20 and 1:20 A. M.

The twentieth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 1:20 and 2:20 A. M.

The twenty-first hour would be Saturn
which rules between 2:20 and 3:20 A. M.

The twenty-second hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 3:20 and 4:20 A. M.

The twenty-third hour would be Mars
which rules between 4:20 and 5:20 A. M.

The twenty-fourth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 5:20 and 6:20 A. M.

Morning
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TABLE
FOR FRIDAY

If the Sun rises at 7:02 A. M.
The first hour would be Venus

which rules between 7:02 and 8:02 A. M.

The second hour would be Mercury
which rules between 8:02 and 9:02 A. M.

The third hour would be the Moon
which rules between 9:02 and 10:02 A. M.

The fourth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 10:02 and 11:02 A. M.

The fifth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 11:02 and 12:02 Midday

The sixth hour would be Mars
which rules between 12.02 and 1:02 P. M.

The seventh hour would be the Sun
which rules between 1:02 and 2:02 P. M.

The eighth hour would be Venus
which rules between 2:02 and 3:02 P. M.

The ninth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 3:02 and 4:02 P. M.

The tenth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 4:02 and 5:02 P. M.

The eleventh hour would be Saturn
which rules between 5:02 and 6:02 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 6:02 and 7:02 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour would be Mars

which rules between 7:02 and 8:02 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be the Sun

which rules between 8:02 and 9:02 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be Venus

which rules between 9:02 and 10:02 P. M.
The sixteenth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 10:02 and 11:02 P. M.
The seventeenth hour would be the Moon

which rules between 11:02 and 12:02 Midnight

The eighteenth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 12:02 and 1:02 A. M.

The nineteenth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 1:02 and 2:02 A. M.

The twentieth hour would be Mars
which rules between 2:02 and 3:02 A. M.

The twenty-first hour would be the Sun
which rules between 3:02 and 4:02 A. M.

The twenty-second hour would be Venus
which rules between 4:02 and 5:02 A. M.

The twenty-third hour would be Mercury
which rules between 5:02 and 6:02 A. M.

The twenty-fourth hour would be the Moon
which rules between 6:02 and 7:02 A. M.

Morning
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TABLE
FOR SATURDAY

If the Sun rises at 7:07 A. M.
The first hour would be Saturn

which rules between 7:07 and 8:07 A. M.

The second hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 8:07 and 9:07 A. M.

The third hour would be Mars
which rules between 9:07 and 10:07 A. M.

The fourth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 10:07 and 11:07 A. M.

The fifth hour would be Venus
which rules between 11:07 and 12:07 Midday

The sixth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 12:07 and 1:07 P. M.

The seventh hour would be the Moon
which rules between 1:07 and 2:07 P. M.

The eighth hour would be Saturn
which rules between 2:07 and 3:07 P. M.

The ninth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 3:07 and 4:07 P. M.

The tenth hour would be Mars
whiih rules between 4:07 and 5:07 P. M.

The eleventh hour would be the Sun
which rules between 5:07 and 6:07 P. M.

The twelfth hour would be Venus
• which rules between 6:07 and 7:07 P. M.

Sunset
The thirteenth hour would be Mercury

which rules between 7:07 and 8:07 P. M.
The fourteenth hour would be the Moon

which rules between 8:07 and 9:07 P. M.
The fifteenth hour would be Saturn

which rules between 9:07 and 10:07 P. M.

The sixteenth hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 10:07 and 11:07 P. M.

The seventeenth hour would be Mars
which rules between 11:07 and 12:07 Midnight

The eighteenth hour would be the Sun
which rules between 12:07 and 1:07 A. M.

The nineteenth hour would be Venus
which rules between 1:07 and 2:07 A. M.

The twentieth hour would be Mercury
which rules between 2:07 and 3:07 A. M.

The twenty-first hour would be the Moon
which rules between 3:07 and 4:07 A. M.

The twenty-second hour would be Saturn
which rules between 4:07 and 5:07 A. M.

The twenty-third hour would be Jupiter
which rules between 5:07 and 6:07 A. M.

The twenty-fourth hour would be Mars
which rules between 6:07 and 7:07 A. M.

Morning
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CHAPTER IX

In this rotation the seven planets are
following each other every 24 hours, day
and night through the year.

HERE are given the explanations which
will show you the hours of success according
to their dignities. This will also show you
why you do not always succeed in your deal
this explanation standing good for all the

seven daily planets.

If you have not obtained success say in

the Sun hour the question perhaps would
be where could this party be ill dignified at

birth, they are refined, highly educated and
of great dignity and manners and very rich.

Then you will do well by referring to the
fact that this party was born in a third or
fourth class dignity and has the outward
appearance which only rich people can give
their children.

How many rich parents' children have
not squandered their own and their par-

ent's millions and at a later date in life

meet with great reverses, examples of

which can be seen by referring to the daily

newspapers.

We have many rich men living to-day
who were poor working boys, having
worked their way up to be multi-million-

aires, some of them do not know how it
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happened but some beneficial planets most
assuredly have been in the first class digni-

fication at the hour of their birth and
their guiding Planetary hour having been
in good aspect to the Earth which is called

the money part or the fortune.

This explanation I hope can give you
some understanding that we not all can be
rich, no matter how earnestly we strive for

it. The seven planetary hours are the best

hours only for their especially described
purposes which have been explained to you
in the seven chapters of the planetary hours
nature, quality and their influence upon
human beings and on children at the hour of

their birth.

If a person would have patience and
continue their operation in the same special

hours for the special purposes, they surely

would reach a far greater success than
would that person who gave up hope to

live in hope trying to reach success. You
would be stronger and feel more satisfied

that you have done the very best you pos-

sibly could with the gift that God has be-

stowed upon you at your birth and the

reward would be yours because you had
been faithful and honest in your purposes
and that was the best which could be ex-

pected of any human being.
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FOR FURTHER
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The Planets Influence

IN BUSINESS

See

Prof. I. N. Halleyton's

Planetary Pocket Guide

to Success.



CHAPTER X
EXAMPLES OF THE FOUR CLASS

DIGNIFICATIONS

TO show the class dignification of in-

dividuals at the hour of the birth.

I will give an example in which are men
of the first, second, third and fourth class

dignifications.

A wealthy farmer gave to four men 100

acres of land each one receiving 25 acres.

THE first man being a man of the first

class dignification would probably find valu-

able minerals on his land and would make
100 per cent, or 1,000 per cent, more money
from his land than all three others put to-

gether without the least effort on his part
to work the land.

THE second man being of the second
class dignification would be very attentive

to his land and would derive far greater

benefits from it than he had expected but
he would not have it as easy as a man of the

first class dignification*

WE now turn to the man of the third

class dignification and find him working
harder and longer than the man of the sec-

ond class and being just able to pay ex-

pences.
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AND coming to the man of the fourth

class dignification we find him bearing the

heavy burden working the longest time and
deriving the least benefits of all which goes
to show that the hardest working man is

not always the most successful. I might
state in conclusion that this can be proven
right in your own surrounding if you were
to think of some whom you know who is

meeting the same conditions.
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HERE is given an example of a Mars
quality which occured the 22d day of June,

1912 and ended March 4, 1913.

THE hour of Mars is very unreliable,

being favorable for dishonesty and evil

reports.

TO corroborate this fact allow me to

refer you back to the time of Ex-President
Taft's return to Yale College of which time
he makes the following statement to the

Evening World. "I am ready to begin
teaching at a moment's notice. I shall

probably start lecturing immediately. This
is the first time in twenty-seven years that

I have been out of public life.

"I feel better and freer.

"FEW PEOPLE REALIZE THE
STRAIN I WAS UNDER DURING
THE LAST FEW MONTHS OF MY
ADMINISTRATION."

THIS statement speaks for itself.

When we turn back to the 22d day of June,
1912, at 8:35 P. M., the time of Wm. H.
Taft's renomination and find it to be a Mars
hour which as has been mentioned in the
preceding paragraph is an hour for all fiery,

bold and courageous transactions from
which dangerous results are liable.
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ANOTHER proof of the planetary
hours' effects on human beings is given by
referring to Mayor John Purroy Mitchel,
nomination as given below every word of

which is known to be true by the citizens

of New York City and surrounding com-
munities. The letter sent to Mayor Mitchel
is given as follows: November 3, 1913, 500
Fifth Avenue, Suite 402, New York, N. Y.

ASTROLOGICAL PREDICTIONS
For Mr. John Purroy Mitchel, Candi-

date for Mayor of New York. You were
nominated in the Fusion ticket at 501 Fifth
Avenue, on Friday, August 1, 1913, at 4:25
A. M., one-half hour before Sun rise.

(The Time was stated in the "Evening Telegram.")

It was in a Sun hour, the best hour for

all matters connected with the governments
political and public affairs.

The Sun hour is positive and good for

all important business matters and any
transactions. Signatures made in that hour

"

are apt to appear certain. It represents a
man of courteous manner, a natural signifi-

cator of credit, honor, industry and respect-

ability and a man that will be just and
sympathize with the poor and rich alike

according to circumstances.
A Sun hour man will always make good

his promises, and to-morrow, Tuesday,
Nov. 4, 1913, there will be another Sun hour
between 7:36 and 8:36.

Note: It may be of interest to know
that this letter was written in October be-

fore Election and a copy sent to Mr. John
Purroy Mitchel.
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I give here an illustration of a twenty-
four hour clock, which I invented.

THIS is the first of its kind requiring but
one hand to give the exact time.

BY this clock you can ascertain the

ruling planet for any given time, the dial

also stating whether a good or evil hour.

For further particulars regarding this clock

you can correspond with the Author.
Address

:

New York City
For an accurate configuration of the

class of dignification to which a person be-

longs, whether first, second, third or fourth,

I would advise you to secure from a skilled

and reliable astrologer a cast of your native
horoscope giving an explanation of the

planetary influences over any person.
If you wish to figure it out yourself which

is a very interesting way of doing it, I would
refer you to any good astrological book
which no doubt can be had at yur local

library. This horoscope will be of advan-
tage to you telling you at which time to be
careful of certain troubles which arise and
give you the time at which the evil planets
are ruling. If there is any question regard-
ing the matter described in this book which
you do not understand I should be pleased
to answer you if a stamp is enclosed for

reply.
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K. M. PHILLIPS.
ASTROLOGICAL CLOCK.

APPLIOATIOH FILED DEO. 2, 1913.

Patented May 5, 1914.
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